! In distribution network, distributors must be chosen on the basis of
certain criteria laid down by the supplier.
! Article 101!1 TF,- does not apply when “!"# $"%&$# %' (#)#**#() &) +,-# %.
!"# /,)&) %' %/0#$!&1# 23,*&!,!&1# $(&!#(&,4 (#5,(-&.5 !"# /3)&.#))
23,*&'&$,!&%.) %' !"# (#)#**#(4 &!) #+6*%7##) ,.- 6(#+&)#)4 ,.- !"#)#
$%.-&!&%.) ,(# #)!,/*&)"#- 3.&'%(+*7 '%( ,** 6%!#.!&,* (#)#**#() ,.- ,66*&#&. , .%. -&)$(&+&.,!%(7 +,..#(” (C;C- oct. 25, 1977, Betro, Rec. C;C- p.
1875).
! Fhen these criteria or the supplier’s requirements go beyond what is
strictly necessary to ensure the marketing of the products under proper
conditions, article 101!1 will not be applicable, but article 101!O will allow
the -, Commission, and also national competition authorities, and
national jurisdictions to waive, for the benefit of anti!competitive
arrangements that satisfy its conditions, the prohibition contained in
article 101!1.
The exemption is granted on a case by case basis or by application of S-R
OO0!2010 if the market share of supplier and distributor each separately
do not exceed O0T.
In any case the selection criteria must be applied in a no discriminatory
way.
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! The selection criteria and the conditions of
marketing must be applied by the supplier in his
own retail outlets.
For exampleU
" Installation of a repair shop imposed on the
distributors by the supplier but not carried out in the
supplier’s stores is illegal.
8,))9!$%+94!%$!9!:;4!<==>
" Obligation to advise and assist the consumer
imposed on the distributors but not applied by the
supplier who develops mail orders selling without
any advice is illegal.
?&+%5#)4!.%19!:@4!<==<
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!Except!for!justification!related!to!the!role!of!
the!supplier.
For"exampleU
" Franchisor tries out new conditions which
could be then applied by the franchisees at a
later date.
" Xupplier who reserves for himself on!line sales
(Y)
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! The selection criteria and the condition of
marketing must be applied in a uniform way by the
supplier to all distributors.
For exampleU
" A clause imposing a specific presentation of the
products on a particular distributor but not on the
others is illegal.
A,(&)4 03*7 B4 <==<
" A clause imposing a minimal surface of sale on some
distributors but not all distributors is illegal.
C%3*%3)#4 +,($" <@4 <==>
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! Except for objective and proportionate justification.
For exampleU
" Xupplier can distribute through two different distribution
networks.
8%++&))&%. 8D -#$9 :4 <=BB4 8",(*#) E%3(-,.
! Xo imprecise criteria are illegalU
For exampleU
" [imitation of the number of distributor “&. '3.$!&%. %' *%$,*
6%!#.!&,*&!7 %' ),*#)”
A,(&)4 ,6(9 =4 <==F
" Different sales goal according to the localization of the
distributor; the agreement provided that sales goal was
decidedU “,$$%(-&.5 !% !"# $%+6#!&.5 )&!3,!&%. ,.- !"#
$%++#($&,* )6#$&'&$&!7”
8,))9 $%+94 )#6!9 :>4 :GGB
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! The supplier must check that the selection criteria are
applied by distributors.
For exampleU
" The supplier is responsible if he tolerates distribution
which does not respect a specific condition of
presentation of the products laid down by the supplier.
8,))9 $%+94 %$!9 :<4 <==F
" Particularly if he tolerates sales to a non selected
distributor outside the network.
H#(),&**#)4 0,.9 <:4 <=BG
A,(&)4 '#/9 B4 <==G
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! A distributor of the network can act as unfair
competition against another distributor of the
network which does not respect the selection
criteria.
For exampleU
" Xanction were imposed on the distributor who
did not apply contractual condition of marketing
of cosmetic products, at the request of another
distributor inside the network.
8,))9 $%+94 03*7 <4 :GG>
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